
Complex Combinations

In this story there are many Proper Nouns - the names of the players.
Explain that the first letter of a person's name (and a place's name) is capitalised.

Phonic Decoding
Explain how ‘pass’, ‘class’ share a common sound of ‘..ass ’

Explain how ‘kick’, ‘quick’ share a common 2nd syllable sound of ‘..ick ’

Explain the blend ‘qu’ as in ‘quick’ to create a ‘kw..’ sound.
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Try These New Words

pass class grass playing soccer
kick quick Seth Ben Claire Phillipa
Brock Nick Harrison Zac Coach
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I kicked the ball to a boy who
plays soccer in my class.

We were playing soccer and
I made a pass.
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As he took the pass,
I slipped on the grass.

The Coach called out,
"What a great kick, what a great pass".
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"Quick! Get the ball, Zac!
Now pass it to Nick".

"Ben, pass it to Brock, then to Richard ...
Now Seth, give it a kick".
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Yes, in it went!
Harrison, what a great kick!

"Phillipa, pass it to Claire, now
Harrison get it, quick!"
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Comprehension

1. What game were they playing?
2. Who called out to the team?
3. What were the names of the girls?
4. Who kicked the goal?
5. What were the names of the boys?

Extra Words
team seam stream beam cream

seem deem quick quiet quite

Complete the sentences with these words.

were, ball, pass, Nick.

We ____ playing soccer and I
made a ____.  Quick, get the

____, Zac - now, pass it to ____.
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